NOTICE OF MEETING AND PROVISIONAL AGENDA

Contact: Maurizio.Dilullo@consilium.europa.eu; Birgitta.Sylvan@consilium.europa.eu
Tel./Fax: +32 2 281 6579; +32 2 281 9234
Subject: Working Party on Frontiers / Mixed Committee (EU-Iceland/Norway and Switzerland/Liechtenstein)
Date: 6 June 2024
Time: 10:00
Venue: COUNCIL EUROPA BUILDING
Rue de la Loi 167, 1048 BRUSSELS

Format 2 + 2

MIXED COMMITTEE

1. Fundamental rights
   – The Frontex Fundamental Rights Officer: Mandate and current activities
     - Presentation by the Frontex Fundamental Rights Officer
   – Implementation of the monitoring mechanism established by the Screening Regulation: Guidance by the Fundamental Rights Agency
     - Presentation by the Fundamental Rights Agency
     - Exchange of views (10352/24)
2. Entry/exit System  
   – State of play by the Commission and eu-LISA  
   – Information campaign in the Member States: exchange of views (10353/24)

3. Travel documents  
   – European Document Fraud Annual Risk Analysis 2024  
   – Update on training activities in the field of false document recognition and look-alike fraud  
     - Presentation by Frontex

4. Priorities of the incoming Hungarian Presidency  
   – Presentation by the Hungarian delegation

5. AOB  
   – SIS recast and alerts on return: Feedback from the Commission on the questions raised in 9354/24 by the Slovak delegation

**WORKING PARTY ON FRONTiERS**

6. Border management activities and the Artificial Intelligence Act  
   – Presentation by the Commission

7. AOB

___________________________

NB: Council documents are available on Delegates Portal. Room attendants will provide copies on request at the earliest opportunity.